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The cyber security war: How New Zeatand, businesses are atTected
New research on cyber threats facing Ne* z"ohra irgoriotion,

. More than a third of NZ businesses have heen hacked in the past year..42 percent of businesses expect their company will be hacked in the next year.
' 20 percent of businesses said they would pay a ransom between $10,000 - $20,000 to retrieve stolen
data. Almost one in 10 would pay more than $50,000.
' One in three Kiwi businesses haven't assessed the impact a hack would have on their company.
' Only half of businesses are aware of impending New Zealand Privacy Bill changes involving
mandatory breach notifi cation.

D'search released by Aura Information

Kiwi businesses believe the si n!! to get rvorse with 42 percent expecting their company to

These statistics have emerged from a survey which polled more than 360 IT decision makers on their
experiences of cyber issues in their business, ranging from SMEs to large corporates, right across New
Zealand.

Aura Information Security General Manager, Peter Bailey, says business has never been better for
cybercriminals.

"Saclly, cybercrime does pay - and it pays well. Hackers have an ever-expanding skillset and it's getting

easier for them to find weaknesses in business networks and staff emails that allows them to gain access to

Iarge quantities of personal and financial data."

The prevalence of advanced ransomware is funding hackers across the world, and it highlights the value of
data. While almost 40 percent of respondents would not pay a ransom,20 percent of Kiwi businesses said

they would be prepared to hand over between $10,000 and $20,000 to regain access to their data if it was

locked or stolen. Almost one in l0 businesses would fork out more than $50,000 if faced with a ransomware

attack.
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..IntelligentautomationmeansmostattacksthesedaysStartwithlittlehumaninvolvement.Theseprobesrun

around-the clock and 
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*.ukn.r, ir'iJ"rtin"a' r1'" makes cyber-attacks highly

efficient, as the hacker onty';;;^;;;; ;clualified t.oari. *t 
"n 

ttt"ir mahvare has already made its way

into your systems;' saYs BaileY'

wlth the increase in automated malware, there should also be an increase in businesses undertaking regular

penerration testing notes s"ii"v. i;rd;;ely, this isn't the case, with less than half of Kiwi businesses

undergoing system penetration testing in the last year'

..Penetration testing is vital to ensuring secure systems.It allows businesses to patch holes in weak areas and

help to prevent tract"rs tiom gaining iccess. Without that, your business can be open to a security breach'"

Bailey confirms the threat of a breach is always present'

,.cybercrime is a constant fact of our modern life. Your technology is being probed all the time and you may

very well experience an attack. AII it takes is a moment's inattention, a single unsecured machine or

uninformed imployee, and even the best of defences can be compromised'

..Cyber security is only as strong as the weakest link, but with the majority of organisations not understanding

cuirent password best practice, we're not off to a great staft "

"Another worry is that almost a third of New Zealand businesses are not assessing the imPact a significant
breach would have on their organisation. Not only are these organisations putting their head in the sand, they
could also face some hefty fines if they are introduced as part of the changes to the Privacy Bill," says Bailey.

More than half of respondents said the prospect of large legal fines would lead them to review their cyber
security protocols.

"With the implemenration of similar legislation in Europe and Australia o\er the past tew years. we are just
starting to see the positive impact this can have. As the proposed fine regimes for New Zealand are
significantly lower compared to other countries, it will be a waiting game to see whether this change has a -
significant impact or is enough of a deterrent for businesses.
"When it's all said and done, money talks.I'd Iove to see the introduction of fines be included in the hivacy
Bill updates in 2020," Bailey notes.

Head in the clouds

The report also revealed an unfounded sense of trust in cloud storage. Three in five businesses store data in
the cloud, and 55 percent of businesses trust the person who built or administered their cloud environment did
so securely.

"So many businesses have embraced cloud data storage, believing that placing their data in the cloud takes
away all of their responsibility for security, when in reality this couldn't be further from the truth," notes
Bailey.

"lt is important businesses understand the joint role necessary to ensure data is secure. The cloud doesn't
automatically mean your data is safe, and businesses still need their own data security policies in place.
Never place all your trust in the cloud."

Taking cybercrime seriously
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Bailey says he is encouraged that more businesses are taking cybercrime seriously.

"lt nsed to be that cyber security was only ajob for the IT deparlment. not something for senior executives to
put on the agenda. I'm pleased to see more than 90 percent of respondents say their Board or senior
management is now engaged in cyber security, and two thirds say senior management see cyber security as a
key concern or risk."

The fact that 70 percent of respondents to Aura Information Security's survey expect cyber-attacks to become
more frequent and more sophisticated is a sign that organisations are beginning to understand the growing
threat.

"Businesses recognise the dangers and now they must prepare for them. They shoutd actively seek the weak
points in their system with regular penetration testing so they can patch things up before hackers get a chance
to attack.

"lt's also important to prepare for the worst. Assess the impact a data breach would have on the business and
be sure to have a response plan in place, so you know what to do if your network is compromised," says
Bailey.
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btkfptss-49wrt;-Changes Recommended For'Winter Grazing

A Taskforce has made I I recommendations to improve animal welfare in intensive winter
grazing f arm systems, the Minister of Agriculture Damien O'Connor confirmed today.
More>>
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. NZ First NZ First Welcomes Commitment to I mp_ra-vilg Animal Welfare
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Cozsznrer NZ Tesfing,' Nine Sunscreen Brands Fail Protection Tests

r Citizen Members and ScoopPro Organisations are the lifeblood of Scoop.

years of independent publishing is a milestone, but your support is essential to keep Scoop thriving. We

building on our offering with new In-depth Engaged Journalism platform - thedig.nz.
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